Oral Assembly Questions tabled on 24/01/2019 for answer on 29/01/2019

The Presiding Officer will call party spokespeople to ask questions without notice after Question 2.

First Minister

Huw Irranca-Davies Ogmore
1 OAQ53287  (e)
What discussions has the First Minister had with the Minister for Economy and Transport on Pencoed road and rail capacity issues?

Jenny Rathbone Cardiff Central
2 OAQ53329  (e)
What is the Welsh Government’s strategy for reducing the cost of agency working in the NHS?

Andrew R.T. Davies South Wales Central
3 OAQ53289  (e)
Will the First Minister make a statement on the role of task and finish groups in the development of ministerial responsibilities?

John Griffiths Newport East
4 OAQ53324  (e)
Will the First Minister set out his priorities for the environment in Wales?

Mike Hedges Swansea East
5 OAQ53277  (e)
Will the First Minister make a statement on PFI contracts with public bodies in Wales that are funded by the Welsh Government?

Darren Millar Clwyd West
6 OAQ53282  (e)
Will the First Minister make a statement on his priorities for transport in 2019?
7 Helen Mary Jones Mid and West Wales
OAQ53325
(e)
Will the First Minister make a statement about progress on the preparation of legislation to remove the defence of reasonable chastisement?

Suzy Davies South Wales West
OAQ53323
(e)
Will the First Minister make a statement on knee replacement waiting times in South Wales West?

Neil Hamilton Mid and West Wales
OAQ53326
(e)
How does the Welsh Government intend to improve healthcare for patients in Mid and West Wales?

Dai Lloyd South Wales West
OAQ53296
(w)
Will the First Minister make a statement on the provision of Welsh-medium education in South Wales West?

Sian Gwenllian Arfon
OAQ53294
(w)
Will the First Minister provide an update on how the north Wales growth deal will develop the economy in Arfon?

David Rees Aberavon
OAQ53311
(e)
What discussions has the First Minister had with stakeholders on the future of the steel industry in Wales?

Rhun ap Iorwerth Ynys Môn
OAQ53322
(w)
Will the First Minister make an statement on REHAU’s announcement regarding the future of its Amlwch factory?

Lynne Neagle Torfaen
Will the First Minister provide an update on his discussions with the UK Government on Brexit?

Mandy Jones  
North Wales

What is the Welsh Government doing to tackle suicide rates in Wales?